What could be done to improve this course to help you learn more?

Maybe make things a little more interactive

Explain things and not just read off slides

There were times where I felt that he had allowed too many questions causing us to get behind on the course material. Although it was still really good that we had those questions asked because it gave some clarification on the topics being discussed.

More interaction among students during class would be better.

More application, less lecture.

I think that doing some in class work would or quizzes would be effective to promote a higher learning and comprehension.

More interactive opportunities. learning through discussion or interacting rather than lecture every day.

Do more teaching instead of only reading PowerPoint slides.

If there were practice tests provided on i-Learn that would help me prepare for the exams, I feel that would be really beneficial. Thank you!

It was so hard for me to find motivation to come to class more. A lot of the times he was reading off of the slides that I could easily find in I-learn.

Maybe not be based solely off the textbook.

I would say make the tests harder. Challenge helps people grow, so that's about all I can think of to change.

He does speak in a monotone voice, it makes it a little harder to pay attention, especially early in the morning, but as time goes by I'm sure he will sound less monotone. But over all, great teacher.

I can't think of anything.

It would be helpful to have a variety of ways to interact in class...I find it hard to stay awake for the 7:45 class so some sort of interaction would be helpful.

Sometimes their was to much content and not enough group discussion.
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What could be done to improve this course to help you learn more?

I think more class activities like the chicken lab would really be interesting and helpful.

He's a new professor so I understand is quietness, but maybe if he spoke up and was more excited about what he's teaching.

Make classes interactive, don't read off powerpoints that are available to the students. We know how to read. Make test matter more applicable to the class.

The only thing I would change is...well honestly nothing. I like the way the class was set up, how it was taught. Like, I mentioned before, the lectures were sometimes boring but for the most part, they were really entertaining. Loved how the teacher used everyday photos/movies/quotes from things that my generation knows.

I don't know how to improve this course, maybe making the exams more challenging.

I honestly don't know, when it comes to providing feedback, I am very poor at this.

Maybe just a little more knowledge about the material. He will surely gain that with time though! Great instructor!!!

maybe add in a few more interactive opportunities during class lectures.

Some lessons he didn't ask as many question, but those ones had a lot a material to cover so I don't know how exactly you could improve it.

If the teacher used a different type of teaching method.

I believe that making the lessons a bit more interesting... Its definitely difficult since there is so much to cover. Probably the most effective is reading the slides and stuff, but I'm sure that there is something more one can do. We can all improve. Thank you for your time and help!! - Hector Aguirre

Be more enthusiastic.

I wish I would have enjoyed this class more. At the beginning of the semester, I was excited and motivated. I enjoy this subject but I really did not enjoy this class. There was so much interesting subject matter but the way it was present was not my favorite.

none

I don't have any suggestions.

Class was really hard to stay alert in because there was very limited enthusiasm and interaction. Brother Jensen often would dismiss students comments with a simple "good," when building off of them.
What could be done to improve this course to help you learn more?

probably would have helped the class to feel more involved instead of just reading the power point.

Not have it at 7:45

None

The only thing I would suggest is to bring a little more life and excitement into class.

Try to capture the audience attention, throw in jokes here and there.

I think maybe some more group work would be beneficial!

More connections to Gospel

N/A

Have a few more openings for class discussion.

Nothing

Maybe have the quizzes due after class.

I don't really know.